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I. Vocabulary (8 Marks) 

A)Choose the suitable word from a, b, c and d. ( 4x1=4)  

1. You’ve got to turn the …………………to open the door. 

    a. experiment                b. mud               c. satellite              d. handle  

2. People use Instagram and Facebook to ……………….their memories with others.  

    a. share                         b. taste                       c. adopt                 d. peel 

3. The Amazon is the biggest……………..rainforest in the world. 

    a. fictional                    b. dramatic                c. tiny                    d. tropical  

4. This message should be sent ……………..to the manager. 

    a. directly                      b. destructively         c. lovingly     d. globally  

B) Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list. (4x1=4) 

 ( bruise / forcefully / landmark  / destroy / sticky ) 

5. Some countries of Asia are hit……………..  by hurricanes and storms. 

6. I usually use the yellow …………….. notes to write the important ideas.  

7. A very strong storm can …………….. a whole village easily.  

8. I hit the table by accident and got a …………….. in my arm.  

II. Grammar (5Marks) 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d. (4X ½ =2) 

9. ……………..honesty and loyalty are important in a friendship. 

    a. Nor                        b. After                      c. Both                  d. Or 

10. The book …………….I borrowed from the library is very useful.  

    a. when         b. which   c. who                           d. where 

11. The lights are off. I think there isn’t ……………..in the house. (10) 

a. everybody         b. nothing            c. something         d. anyone 

12. If it rains now, our clothes …………….wet. (12) 

    a. got                    b. would get            c. will get                    d. are getting  
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B) Do as shown between brackets. (3X1=3) 

13. The Amir of Kuwait hosted the Gulf Football Cup.     (Change into Passive)  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

14. I had to pay cash for the things that I have bought.       (Make Negative)  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

15. He trained very well. He couldn’t finish the race.         (Join using “Although ”)    

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

                                                                                          

III. Language Functions (6 Marks) 

Write what you would say in the following situations.(3X2=6) 

16. Your friend wants to know what you think of giving mobile phones to children.  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

17.Your young brother thinks that eating breakfast is not as important as eating lunch. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

18. Your teacher asked you to predict what life will be like in the future. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

IV. Set Book ( 6 Marks) 

Answer only THREE of the following questions. (3x2=6) 

19. What activities can you do in Al Khiran? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

20. Why is the brain stem important ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

21. How can we help save the environment? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

22. What is a vaccine?  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 
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V. Writing (15 Marks) 

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (10 sentences ) on the following topic : 

 

“Messages.” 

Write about how people sent messages in the past and nowadays . 

The following guide words may help you : 

( ancestors – fires – carry – birds – telephone – introduced – Internet- connect) 

Pre-writing technique 2 Marks ) 

 

 

Pre-writing technique 2 Marks ) 
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Write your topic here.(13 Marks) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Pre-writing 

techniques (2) 

Exposition of ideas, 

paragraphing and number 

of sentences(10) 

Spelling & 

Grammar (2) 

Handwriting & 

Punctuation (1) 

Total 

Mark(15) 
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VI. Reading Comprehension (20 Marks) 

Read the following passage ,then answer the questions below: 

 Every year in late August or early September, there is a special festival in a little 

town called Hatch, in New Mexico, USA. The festival lasts for one weekend, and it 

celebrates chilli peppers, the most famous food in this area. Farmers grow chillies in late 

August or early September, the chillies are ready to be picked and eaten. Then everyone 

gets together and celebrates chilli. 

 You will know when you get close to Hatch, because you will smell the chillies 

cooking over fires. People eat chillies with everything! They eat them with meat, with 

vegetables and even with chocolate! Chilli chocolate is delicious. In town, there are chillies 

everywhere, in different colours, shapes and sizes. People decorate the buildings with 

chillies. They hang big bunches outside their houses. Some of them even cover their walls 

and roofs with chillies! 

 Visitors come to the festival from all over the USA. There are traditional dances and 

you can watch cooking demonstrations, which show you how to make dishes with chillies. 

On both days, there are competitions. For example, there is a prize every year for a person 

who can eat the most chillies, and another prize for tying chillies into the biggest bunch. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (4x2 ½ =10) 

23. The suitable title for the passage is : 

   a. Cooking Chillie         b. Food in Mexico     c. Growing Chillies d. Chilli Festival 

24. The meaning of the underlined word demonstrations in the 3rd paragraph is: 

   a. shows             b. plays          c. dances  d. prizes 

25. The underlined word   them in the 2nd paragraph refers to: 

   a. buildings  b. chillies                   c. houses  d. people 

26. You will know when you get close to Hatch because of the………………….. 

   a. colours of chillies b. shapes of chillies      c. smell of chillies     d. sizes of chillies 

B) Answer the following questions. (4x2 ½ =10) 

27.Why does the Chilli Festival start in late August and early September? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

28. Where can you see chillies in the town? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

29.With what do people eat chillies in Hatch ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

30. How can one win a prize in the famous Chilli Festival? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

End of the Exam 

Good Luck 


